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ABSTRACT 

 

Despite financial supervisors’ efforts to prevent defaults of financial institutions, the 

failure of such institutions continues. One main reason for the continuing problem may be 

ineffective corporate governance. This paper investigates the relationship between the Korean 

saving banks’ management performance and their ownership structure, asset and capital size, and 

macroeconomic circumstances, before and after the recent global financial crisis.  It concludes 

that in the pre-crisis period (2004-2008), higher ownership concentration and corporate 

ownership improve management performance; while increasing asset size and capital size 

negatively affected a bank’s stability. However, the extent and sign of these effects change after 

the global financial crisis (2009-2011). These results are useful to financial supervisor 

policymakers when they authorize saving banks to carry on business, monitor and investigate 

existing saving banks, and sell a problem saving bank or induce mergers and acquisitions. 
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I. Introduction  

 

The purpose of this study is to suggest a Korean mutual savings bank ownership structure 

that can respond effectively to change, contribute to the prevention of mutual savings bank 

bankruptcy, and promote system-wide stabilization.   

As the insolvency of Lehman Brothers Holdings showed, a financial firm’s bankruptcy 

can easily lead not only to national economic insecurity but to a global financial crisis due to the 

linkage of financial instruments and institutions across national boundaries.  As a result, all 

countries’ financial supervisors have pursued the development of investigative methods and the 

reinforcement of supervisory standards to prevent the default of financial institutions. Despite 

these efforts, however, the failure or threatens of failure of financial institutions continues.  

One reason for the continuing problem may be ineffective corporate governance. The 

effective management of risk is of fundamental importance for financial institutions. But because 

the interests of shareholders, such as expanding profits and dividends, are sometimes in conflict 

with the strengthening of risk management, the relationship between managers and major 

shareholders can substantially affect institutional performance.  

  Each country’s system of corporate governance has a distinctive history and reflects 

national systems and customs. Roughly speaking, corporate governance styles can be divided 

into two types: the Anglo-American style in which ownership is widely distributed and a 

professional manager manages the firm independently, and the German-Japanese style in which 

interrelated enterprises share concentrated ownership. It is difficult to decide which style is the 

best. In most large Korean financial companies, ownership is distributed and professional 

managers manage firms independently. But at most Korean mutual saving banks, ownership is 
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concentrated in the hands of one or a few major shareholders because many Korean mutual 

saving banks are small-scale and unlisted. Aggressive management under such concentrated 

ownership could expand earnings and assets during boom periods, while it could become one 

main cause of increased risk during and after a global financial crisis. The recent and continuing 

insolvency of Korean mutual banks threatens the Korean financial system and national economy.  

A number of empirical studies have analyzed how ownership structure affects enterprise 

value. Their conclusions can be summarized by three hypotheses: the convergence of interest 

hypothesis, the managerial entrenchment hypothesis, and the compromise hypothesis. The 

convergence of interest hypothesis assumes that the relationship between degree of ownership 

concentration and enterprise value is positive. In contrast, the managerial entrenchment 

hypothesis assumes that more concentrated ownership results in lower enterprise value. Finally, 

the compromise hypothesis holds that the relationship between ownership concentration and 

enterprise value is non-monotonic.  

Previous studies have failed to show conclusively which of these hypotheses is most 

correct, in part because consistency was not maintained in terms of analytic time, methods, and 

sample selection. To address this problem, building on prior studies, the present study analyzes 

the relationship between Korean mutual savings banks’ ownership structure and enterprise value 

empirically.1 First, I review how business performance changes as ownership concentration 

degree changes. Next, I examine how different firms’ financial performance is affected by 

whether the largest shareholder is an individual or a corporate body.  Last, I estimate how much 

the macro-economic environment affects Korean mutual savings banks’ performance by 

comparing their performance before and after the global financial crisis of 2008.  

                                                           
1 I chose two independent variables: BIS (Bank for International Settlements) ratio and ROA (Return On Assets) as 
my financial stability indicator and my financial profitability measures, respectively. 
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II.  Background and previous research 

 

 The modern study of corporate ownership was started in 1932 by Adolf Berle and 

Gardiner Means.2 Berle and Means explored the evolution of modern corporations. They argued 

that those who legally have ownership over companies have been separated from control of these 

companies, and that an inverse correlation can be observed between the diffuseness of 

shareholdings and firm performance. They insisted that the separation of ownership and control 

of firm weakens management incentives to maximize the value of firm, and suggested the 

importance of ownership concentration to alleviate agency problems. Later, Jensen and Meckling 

(1976) advanced the theory of ownership structure with their famous “agency theory” according 

to which the agents (managers) will incur positive monitoring and bonding costs (non-pecuniary 

as well as pecuniary), and in addition there will be some divergence between the agent’s decision 

and those decisions which would maximize the welfare of the principals (owners).3 

 Studies of the ownership structure of corporations have fallen mainly into two categories. 

The first set of studies focuses on the variables that influence ownership structure and the 

optimal ownership structure. The second set looks at the effects of the ownership structure on 

firm value or management performance. 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
2 Berle, A. A. and Means, G. C., “The Modern Corporation and Private Property.” MacMillan Co., New York, 1932. 
3 Jensen, M. C., and Meckling, W. H., 1976. “Theory of the firm: Managerial behavior, agency costs, and ownership 
structure.”  Journal of Financial Economics, Vol.3(4), p. 309. 
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      1. Determinants of ownership structure 

1.1. Variables that influence ownership structure 

 Demsetz (1983) argued that the variables that influence ownership structure have the 

nature of endogenous variables (e.g., regulations) and are not related to business performance. 

Demsetz and Lehn (1985) argued that the structure of corporate ownership varies systematically 

in ways that are consistent with value maximization. They argued that though there is 

inefficiency in related externalities, most firms favor diffused ownership to maximize the firm’s 

value. They also identified three important forces affecting ownership structure: value-

maximizing size, control potential, and amenity potential. 4  Fama and Jensen (1983) argued that 

the separation of decision and risk-bearing functions observed in a large corporation is also 

common to other organization such as large professional partnerships, financial mutuals,5 and 

nonprofits because of the benefits of specialization of management and risk bearing.6 

 

 1.2. The optimal ownership structure 

 Although many researchers have tried to determine the optimal ownership structure, there 

is no theoretical agreement.  This non-agreement comes from each ownership structure’s historic 

properties, formed under the particular regimes and customs of each country. Nonetheless, 

roughly speaking, the ownership structure of corporations can be divided into two styles, the 

Continental-European style and the Anglo-American style. In the Continental-European style, 

                                                           
4 “The Structure of Corporate Ownership: Causes and Consequences.” Journal of Political Economy. p. 1155~1158. 
5 A financial mutual is an organization that supplies financial services products and which is owned by its customers, 
or members. There are no shareholders to pay dividends or to account.  Source: Association of Financial Mutuals 
(AFM)  http://www.financialmutuals.org/ accessed on Mar 30.  
6 “Separation of Ownership and Control.” Journal of Law and Economics, p.301-302. 
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firms, individuals (or families), banks, and interrelated enterprises exercise ownership as major 

shareholders, and the firm’s goal is the maximization of the interest of various stakeholders (e.g., 

shareholders, creditors, and employees). Also, management control and monitoring of managers 

are both exercised by inner stakeholders or creditors (e.g., banks).  In the Anglo-American style, 

ownership is widely distributed and the goal of the firm is the maximization of shareholders’ 

interest. Also, the control and monitoring of managers are exercised mainly by the board of 

directors or markets. 

 Jensen and Meckling (1976) argued that the system of separation of ownership and 

management, in which professional managers not owners manage the firm, has the advantage 

that it can increase management performance through efficient and transparent management by 

competent professional managers. However, this system can also trigger agency costs and 

decrease general firm value.  In other words, professional managers who have no ownership or 

very little ownership may pursue only their own interests (e.g., bonus payments for high short-

term profit performance) through decision making that conflicts with owners’ interests.  

 

      2. Ownership structure and firm value 

 The relationship between the extent of managers’ ownership and firm value is not easy to 

establish; as a result, different empirical studies have drawn different conclusions. There are 

many hypotheses about whether the value of firms dominated by one or a few owners is higher 

or not. The following sections address three of these hypotheses:  the convergence of interest 

hypothesis, the entrenchment hypothesis, and the compromise hypothesis.7    

                                                           
7 In addition to these three hypotheses, Kole (1994), Cho (1998), Himmerberg-Hubbard-Palia (1999) found evidence 
that the firm value determines its ownership structure rather than ownership structure determining firm value, and 
suggested that ownership structure can be determined endogenously.  
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 2.1. Convergence of interest hypothesis 

 The convergence of interest hypothesis is based on the agency theory of Berle and Means 

(1932) and Jensen and Meckling (1976). According to this theory, the more a manager’s 

ownership share increases, the less conflict there is between managers and shareholders. As 

managers’ shares increase, the interests of managers and shareholders converge and the 

managers are increasingly likely to make decisions for the maximization of shareholders’ 

interests and firm value. So, if a manager has a high ownership share, agency costs will decrease 

and firm value will increase. Consistent with this view, Grossman and Hart (1986) argued more 

generally that the major shareholders of a firm have strong will to take a part in a firm’s decision 

because they recognize managerial benefits from their monitoring effort.  

 Other studies, however, contradict these conclusions. For example, Demsetz and Lehn 

(1985) analyzed the relationship between ownership concentration and business performance 

empirically, taking 511 U.S. firms over the period from 1976 through 1980 as their sample. They 

argued that ownership structure is affected by four important forces (value-maximizing size of 

firm, control potential, systemic regulation, and the amenity potential of a firm’s output) and that 

there is no significant relationship between ownership concentration and accounting profit rate. 

Holderness and Sheehan (1988) analyzed 114 New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) or American 

Stock Exchange (AMEX) listed corporations and concluded that there is statistically equivalent 

performance between U.S. firms with many shareholders and U.S. firms with few shareholders.  

 In an effort to resolve the disagreement, Claessens and Djankov (1999) looked at 706 

Czech firms over the period 1992 through 1997 and found that a 10 percent increase in 

concentration leads to a 2 percent increase in short-term labor productivity and a 3.3 percent 
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increase in short-term profitability.8 Ang, Cole, and Lin (2000), using a sample of 1,708 small 

firms, found that agency cost are significantly higher when an outsider manages the firm, when 

the manager’s ownership share declines, and when the number of non-manager shareholders 

increases; and, to a lesser extent, are lower when monitoring by banks increases.9 Earle, Kucsera, 

and Telegdy (2005) looked at 168 Budapest Stock Exchange (BSE) publicly-listed firms over the 

period 1996 to 2001 and found that only when concentration is measured as the largest 

shareholder is there a positive, statistically significant effect on corporate performance.10  

 

 2.2. Managerial entrenchment hypothesis 

 A manager who holds only a small ownership share can be disciplined by market forces 

to work toward firm value maximization, while a manager who controls substantial equity can 

entrench himself against market restrictions, such as a takeover threat or the managerial labor 

market. As a result, according to the managerial entrenchment hypothesis, the firm’s value will 

decrease if managers who have large ownership shares have the power to ensure their position 

inside the firm or to free themselves from external monitoring and control.11 Research indicates 

that concentration does increase entrenchment, but the results of entrenchment are less clear. 

Fama and Jensen (1983), for example, argued that a manager who has a large equity stake in a 

firm can affect decisions of its board of directors or a general meeting of its shareholders, and 

can lead a firm in a negative direction because no one can check the manager’s judgement. 

                                                           
8 “Ownership concentration and corporate performance in the Czech Republic.” Journal of Comparative Economics, 
Vol.27(3), P.507 
9 “Agency cost and ownership structure.” Journal of finance. Vol. 55(1), p. 81. 
10 “Ownership concentration and corporate performance on the Budapest stock exchange: Do too many cooks spoil 
the goulash?” Corporate Governance, Vol.13(2), p. 257 
11 Hu, Yabei., and Izumida, Shigemi., 2008. “The relationship between ownership and performance: a review of 
theory and evidence.” International Business Research.  Vol.1(4), p.74. 
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Similarly, DeAngelo and Rice (1983) examined the stock returns of 100 firms that adopted 

antitakeover corporate charter amendments over the period from 1974 through 1979 and 

concluded that the evidence provided weak preliminary support for the hypothesis that 

antitakeover amendments are best explained as a device for managerial entrenchment.12  

 Finally, Stulz (1988) analyzed how managerial control of voting rights affects firm value 

and financing policies, and found that an increase in the fraction of voting rights controlled by 

management decreases the probability of a successful tender offer, but increases the premium 

offered if a tender offer is made.13  

 

 2.3. Compromise hypothesis 

 Some empirical results have shown not the convergence of interest hypothesis or the 

managerial entrenchment hypothesis exactly, but changing relationships according to ranges of 

ownership. These studies have explained this result in terms of a third, “compromise” hypothesis.  

According to this compromise hypothesis, the firm value is changed by the degree of a 

manager’s equity share not only in one direction uniformly as the convergence of interest 

hypothesis and the managerial entrenchment hypothesis assume, but in both directions.  

 Thus, for example, Morck, Shleifer, and Vishny (1988) investigated the relationship 

between management ownership and market valuation of firm, as measured by Tobin’s Q,14 for a 

1980 cross-section of 371 Fortune 500 firms. To test the convergence-of-interest and 

                                                           
12 “Antitakeover charter amendments and stockholder wealth.” Journal of Financial Economics.  Vol. 11, p. 335. 
13 “Managerial control of voting rights: Financing policies and the market for corporate control.” Journal of 
Financial Economics, Vol.20(1-2), p. 25. 
14 Tobin's Q is the ratio between the market value and replacement value of the same physical asset.  If Tobin's Q is 
greater than 1, then the market value is greater than the value of the company's recorded assets; if Tobin's Q is less 
than 1, the market value is less than the recorded value of the assets of the company.  
Source: Wikipedia http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tobin's_q  accessed on Mar 20  
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entrenchment hypotheses, they estimated linear regressions allowing for slopes to change at two 

turning points, 5 percent and 25 percent. The results showed that Tobin’s Q rises as board 

ownership increases from 0% to 5%, falls as ownership rises further to 25%, and then continues 

to rise, although much more slowly, as board ownership rises by 25%.15 Similarly, Cho (1998) 

used a cross section of Fortune 500 manufacturing firms in 1991 and found a similar non-

monotonic relationship between insider ownership and investment. He concluded that this 

relationship is positive for ownership levels below 7%, negative for levels between 7% and 38%, 

and positive for levels above 38%.16  

 Studies addressing the three hypotheses are grouped in Table 1 according to the 

hypothesis they address. 

 

Table 1: Prior studies of the relationship between ownership structure and firm value 

Hypothesis Authors 

Convergence of interest 

hypothesis 

Berle & Means (1932);  Jensen & Meckling (1976);  

Demsetz & Lehn (1985);  Holder & Sheehan (1988);  

Claessens & Djankov (1999); Ang, Cole, & Lin (2000);  

Earle, Kucsera, & Telegdy (2005). 

Managerial Entrenchment 

hypothesis 

Demsetz (1983);  Fama and Jensen (1983);  

DeAngelo and Rice (1983); Stulz (1988). 

Compromise hypothesis 
Morck, Shleifer & Vishny (1980); McConnell & Servaes (1990); 

Myeong-Hyeon Cho (1998). 

 

                                                           
15  “Management ownership and market valuation: An empirical analysis.” Journal of Financial Economics, 
Vol.20(1-2), p. 293, 311. 
16  “Ownership structure, investment and the corporate value: an empirical analysis.” Journal of Financial 
Economics. Vol. 47, p. 104. 
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Although many studies have analyzed the relationship between ownership structure and 

firm value, most of them focus on firms listed in stock markets generally, not firms in specific 

industries. Also, while researchers have studied the banking industry, most of them were 

concerned with the effects of bank nationalization, privatization, and foreign investment, not 

ownership concentration. The present study addresses this gap in past research, analyzing the 

relationship between ownership structure (character and concentration) and management 

performance in Korea’s financial industry.  

Understanding the determinants of successful management of financial institutions is 

especially important today when the financial industry has been weakened by the recent global 

financial crisis and when complex global interconnections of financial institutions have made 

these institutions more vulnerable to international shocks. As the global financial crisis 

demonstrated; a financial institution’s performance can be changed tremendously by 

developments in the world-wide environment. To help industry leaders manage more effectively 

in these difficult times, the presents study looks at how the relationship between ownership 

structure and firm value can be changed by the external environment by comparing the 

relationship before and after the recent global financial crisis (2008). I now turn to my empirical 

methods and data. 
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III.  Hypotheses, Data and Empirical Model 

 

1. Hypotheses 

My first hypothesis is that the relationship between ownership concentration and general 

management performance for Korean mutual saving banks is positive. This means that as 

ownership becomes more concentrated, managers’ and shareholders’ interests will converge, 

agency costs will decrease, and firms’ values will increase. This agrees with the Convergence of 

interest hypothesis. 

My second hypothesis is that the relationship between corporation ownership and 

financial stability in Korean mutual saving banks is positive. This means that if the owner is a 

corporation, decision making becomes more cautious, compared to decision making by a few 

persons or an individual owner, so the bank’s stability increases.  

My third hypothesis is that the relationship between ownership concentration and general 

management performance in Korean mutual saving banks becomes less positive after a global 

financial crisis. This means that since financial risk is increased by the external environment, the 

active effect of concentrated ownership will decrease because managers in general will be more 

cautious in order to minimize the probability of the bank’s default.  

 

2. Data sampling 

In order to analyze the effect of ownership structure on the management performance of 

Korean Mutual Saving Banks (MSBs), I selected 98 normal mutual saving banks operating at the 

end of June 2011 (e.g., the end of FY11) as my original sample and dropped MSBs with a 
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business suspension order because financial indicators for such banks are highly volatile. I 

combined data from the remaining banks for seven years (FY04, FY05, FY06, FY07, FY08, 

FY09, and FY10) in order to analyze the change in the relationship between management 

performance and ownership structure, and to compare results from two periods (before and after 

the global financial crisis) in a meaningful way.  

 

3. Selection of variables 

As management performance indicators, I chose two dependent variables: Bank for 

International Settlement (BIS) ratio and Return on Assets (ROA). Financial supervisors use BIS 

as a criterion of prompt corrective action; they regard BIS as the best indicator of management 

performance. I chose BIS as a stability indicator for MSBs, because the capital requirement (BIS 

ratio) limits the total amount of credit that a bank may issue. ROA reflects the business 

profitability of firms and can be applied as a standardized management performance index 

regardless of asset size.  

As independent variables for analyzing the relationship between management 

performance and ownership structure, I chose the character of the largest shareholder and the 

share ratio of controlling shareholders. The character of the largest shareholder is determined by 

whether that shareholder is an individual or a corporate body. Controlling share reflects real 

influence on MSBs. I added the share of affiliated persons into the share ratio of controlling 

shareholders because their decision making affects the largest shareholder’s influence. I also add 

two other independent variables, GDP growth rate and area building permit growth rate, to 

reflect the external environment. The GDP growth rate reflects macroeconomic conditions and 
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the area building permit growth rate reflects the local real estate business cycle. Financial 

institutions are affected significantly by macroeconomic conditions. And Korean MSBs’ loans 

are concentrated in real estate: mortgage loans and real estate project finance (PF)17 are their 

main assets. On average, mortgage loans and PF account for more than 60% of Korean MSBs’ 

total assets. Most Korean mutual saving banks provide initial loans to new operations before 

large commercial banks become involved, and then withdraw their loans after large commercial 

banks become involved. Since the loans are most commonly non-recourse loans,18 the lender's 

recovery could be limited to the collateral when the borrower defaults. 

Since the real estate cycle affects the management performance of MSBs, I chose this 

independent variable as an indicator of the local external environment.  My model also includes 

two dummy variables, M&A and KDIC. Some problem banks were taken over by other MSBs, 

individuals, or firms as indicated by the M&A variable. Also, KDIC manages some problem 

banks directly until they are taken over, as indicated by the KDIC variable. Generally, the 

management performance of these banks is volatile. So, I will use these variables to control for 

the different behavior of these types of banks.  

 

 

 

                                                           
17  Project finance refers to the long term financing of infrastructure and industrial projects based upon the projected 
cash flows of the project rather than the balance sheets of the project sponsors. Usually, a project financing structure 
involves a number of equity investors as well as a syndicate of banks or other lending institutions that provide loans 
to the operation.  Source: Wikipedia http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_finance accessed on Mar 30. 
18 Non-recourse debt or a non-recourse loan is a secured loan (debt) that is secured by a pledge of collateral, 
typically real property, but for which the borrower is not personally liable. If the borrower defaults, the lender/issuer 
can seize the collateral, but the lender's recovery is limited to the collateral. Thus, non-recourse debt is typically 
limited to 50% or 60% loan-to-value ratios, so that the property itself provides "overcollateralization" of the loan. 
Source: Wikipedia http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nonrecourse_debt accessed on Mar 30.  
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Table 2: The number of mutual saving banks in Korea by major shareholder’s character 

Index FY 04 FY 05 FY 06 FY 07 FY 08 FY 09 FY 10 FY 11 

Individual 
MSBs 75 74 69 66 59 56 51 48 

ratio 67.6% 69.2% 63.3% 62.3% 55.7% 52.8% 48.6% 49% 

Corporate 
MSBs 36 33 40 40 47 50 54 50 

ratio 32.4% 30.8% 36.7% 37.7% 44.3% 47.2% 51.4% 51% 

 
 

Table 3: The number of mutual saving banks in Korea by major shareholder’s ownership share 

Index FY 04 FY 05 FY 06 FY 07 FY 08 FY 09 FY 10 FY 11 

More than 
80% 

51 
(46%) 

53 
(49.5%) 

58 
(53.2%) 

24 
(22.7%) 

28 
(26.4%) 

30 
(28.3%) 

29 
(27.6%) 

31 
(31.6%) 

Between 
80% and 

50% 

23 
(20.7%) 

21 
(19.6%) 

27 
(24.8%) 

26 
(24.5%) 

23 
(21.7%) 

28 
(26.4%) 

33 
(31.4%) 

28 
(28.6%) 

Less than 
50% 

37 
(33.3%) 

33 
(30.9%) 

24 
(22%) 

56 
(52.8%) 

55 
(51.9%) 

48 
(45.3%) 

43 
(41%) 

39 
(39.8%) 

Total 111 107 109 106 106 106 105 98 

 
 

4. Empirical model 

To test my hypotheses, I estimated the following equations: 

 
1) BISi=�� +�� * Asseti + �� * Capitali +�� * Corporatei +��  Sharei + �� * GDPi  

 + �	 * Buildingi +�
 * M&A i + �� * KDICi  +εεεεi 

 

1-1) BISi=�� +�� * Asseti + �� * Capitali +�� * Corporatei +��  Sharei + �� * GDPi  

 + �	 * Buildingi +�
 * M&A i + �� * KDICi + �� * Beforei +εεεεi,   if Before =1 

 

1-2) BISi=�� +�� * Asseti + �� * Capitali +�� * Corporatei +��  Sharei + �� * GDPi  

 + �	 * Buildingi +�
 * M&A i + �� * KDICi + �� * Beforei +εεεεi,   if Before =0 
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2) ROAi=�� +�� * Asseti + �� * Capitali +�� * Corporatei +��  Sharei + �� * GDPi  

 + �	 * Buildingi +�
 * M&A i + �� * KDICi +εεεεi 

 

2-1) ROAi=�� +�� * Asseti + �� * Capitali +�� * Corporatei +��  Sharei + �� * GDPi 

 + �	 * Buildingi +�
 * M&A i + �� * KDICi + �� * Beforei +εεεεi,   if Before =1 

 

2-2) ROAi=�� +�� * Asseti + �� * Capitali +�� * Corporatei +��  Sharei + �� * GDPi 

 + �	 * Buildingi +�
 * M&A i + �� * KDICi + �� * Beforei +εεεεi,   if Before =0 

 

Where (with my expectation about the sign of coefficient): 

BIS is the Bank for International Settlement ratio and is calculated as the risk-bearing 

capital of MSB over the risk-weighted assets of MSB; 

ROA is the Return on Assets and is calculated as net income of MSB over the total asset 

risk-bearing capital of MSB; 

Asset is the amount of total assets of MSB; its unit is ten billion Korean Won 

(approximately ten million U.S. dollars); (±). Increasing assets may improve an MSB’s 

financial structure and create new profits. However, excessive assets which are difficult to 

manage might decrease an MSB’s profitability and harm its stability in the long term.  

Capital is the total capital of MSB; its unit is ten billion Korean Won (approximately ten 

million U.S. dollars); (±). Increasing capital is helpful to improve an MSB’s stability; 

however, excessive capital may harm an MSB’s profitability. 

Corporate is a dummy variable reflecting whether the largest shareholder of MSB is a 

corporation or an individual. The variable equals one if the shareholder is a corporate body 

and zero if it is an individual; (+). In general, compared to individuals, a corporation has 
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stronger fund-raising power and its decision-making process is more cautious. So, if a 

corporation is owner, a bank’s stability and profitability should increase. 

Share is the share percentage of the largest shareholders and affiliated persons of an MSB; 

(+). If ownership becomes more concentrated, managers’ and shareholders’ interests will 

converge, agency costs will decrease, and the firms’ values will increase. So, more 

concentrated ownership should be positively correlated with stability and profitability. 

GDP is the yearly growth rate of Korea’s GDP and its unit is percent; 19 (+). In general, 

increasing GDP growth means improving macroeconomic circumstance, which should be 

positively correlated with an MSB’s stability and profitability. 

Building  is the area building permit yearly growth rate of Korea and unit is percent; 20 (+). 

The real estate market is critical for most Korean MSBs because they invest heavily in 

project finance.  An increasing area building permit yearly growth rate indicates a strong 

real estate market and it should be positively correlated with an MSB’s stability and 

profitability. 

M&A  is a dummy variable that equals one if an MSB was newly-established through a 

M&A with a problem MSB, and zero if not; (-). A newly-established bank’s stability and 

profitability is likely to deteriorate as a result of a merger with problem bank.  

KDIC  is a dummy variable that equals one if a MSB is managed by the Korea Deposit 

Insurance Corporation because the MSB was insolvent, and zero if not; (-). An MSB that the 

KDIC manages is confirmed to be insolvent and its stability and profitability as likely to 

decline due to its poor financial state.  

                                                           
19 Since the fiscal year of Korean mutual saving banks is from the 1st day of July to the 30th day of June, I use the 
growth rate for the same period (e.g., 2011 growth rate => the rate from 3rd quarter 2010 through 2nd quarter 2011). 
20 Since the fiscal year of Korean mutual saving banks is from the 1st day of July to the 30th day of June, I use the 
growth rate over the same period. 
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Before is a dummy variable indicating the period of observation. The variable equals one if 

the data used belong to the period from 2004 to 2008 (i.e., before the global financial crisis), 

and zero if they belong to the period from 2009 to 2011 (after the global financial crisis); (+). 

In general, economic conditions before the global financial crisis were better than economic 

conditions after the global financial crisis.  

εεεε is the error term and subscript i denotes cross-section observations 1 through 848. 

 

Table 4:  Descriptive statistics  
 

Variable N Minimum Maximum Mean Standard Deviation 

BIS 848 -56.78 124.12 11.33353 12.54928 

ROA 848 -29.45 25.53 0.2143042 3.485357 

Assets 848 2 572 54.45637 70.5723 

Capitals 848 0.2 29.27 2.219399 31.48815 

Corporate* 848 0 1 350 0.4926166 

Share 848 3.5 100.00 62.68769 29.14261 

GDP 848 -1.8 7.1 4.003774 2.495164 

Building 848 -32.2 19.8 -0.0956371 16.91787 

M&A* 848 0 1 28 0.1787913 

KDIC* 848 0 1 5 0.0766054 

Before* 848 0 1 539 0.4815418 

 
* Stared variables are dummy variables. For their variables the mean is replaced by the                                      
number of observations equal to one.  

 

All data used this study are about South Korea and were gathered from the Korean Deposit 

Insurance Corporation (BIS, ROA, Assets, Capitals, Corporate, Share, M&A, KDIC), the Bank 

of Korea (GDP), and the Korean Ministry of Land, Transport, and Maritime Affairs (Building).  
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IV. Results and discussion of the analysis 

1. Estimated results of the basic model (BIS ratio) – using all fiscal years 

Table 5 summarizes the relationship between the BIS ratio and my independent variables 

using data from all fiscal years. Table 6 contains the coefficients for these variables. 

Table 5: Model summary 

Number of observations 848 

R- Squared 0.0655 

F-Statistic 6.76*** 

Prob>F 0.0000 

Root Mean Square Deviation 12.189 
 
*** denotes statistically significant results at the 99% level of confidence. 

Table 6: Model Coefficients 

Variable Coefficient 
Robust Standard 

Error of Coefficient 
T Significance 

(Constant) 9.756613 1.479334 6.60 0.000*** 

Assets -0.0248559 0.0063555 -3.91 0.000*** 

Capital -0.322118 0.1006721 -3.20 0.001*** 

Corporate 3.690241 1.216274 3.03 0.002*** 

Share 0.0473418 0.0167406 2.83 0.005*** 

GDP -0.1692977 0.2072571 -0.82 0.414 

Building 0.0534886 0.0324248 1.65 0.099* 

M&A -2.609409 2.1053 -1.24 0.216 

KDIC -12.95003 5.821726 -2.22 0.026** 
 
***, **, and * denote statistically significant results at the 99%, 95% and 90% level of confidence, respectively. 

 
The estimated equation using OLS regression is: 

BIS = 9.756 – 0.025(Assets) - 0.322(Capital) + 3.690(Corporate) + 0.047(Share) - 0.169(GDP) 

+ 0.053(Building) - 2.609(M&A) -12.950(KDIC) + u 
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 This estimated equation shows the relationship between the BIS ratio and various factors 

such as ownership structure and macroeconomic circumstances using data from all fiscal years. 

The sign and magnitude of each coefficient represents the effect of that independent variable on 

the BIS ratio and I interpret the results as follows. 

First, the positive signs for the coefficients of CORPORATE and SHARE indicate that the 

BIS ratio will increase if an owner is a corporation and/or if ownership becomes more 

concentrated. That is, when the largest shareholder of a savings bank is a corporation, the BIS 

ratio increases by about 3.7 percentage points, holding other independent variables constant. So, 

the BIS ratio of a saving bank whose owner is a corporation is about 3.7 percentage points 

greater than that of saving bank whose owner is an individual. And when the share ratio of the 

controlling shareholders increases by 1 percentage points, the BIS ratio will increase by 0.047 

percentage points, holding other independent variables fixed. For instance, if an owner of certain 

savings bank has a 100 percent share, this bank’s BIS ratio is about 2.35 percentage points 

(4.7%*(100/50)) greater than that of bank which the share ratio of the controlling shareholders is 

50 percent. Also, both CORPORATE and SHARE are statistically significant at the 99 percent 

confidence level.  In view of the mean BIS ratio for banks in this study (11.33%), each effect is 

large, and this supports my hypothesis and the convergence of interest hypothesis. This result 

indicates that as ownership becomes more concentrated, firms’ values will increase, and, if the 

owner is a corporation, decision-making will become more cautious, compared to decision 

making with an individual owner or a few owners, so the bank’s stability increases.  

Second, the negative signs for the coefficients of ASSETS and CAPITAL indicate that the 

BIS ratio will decrease when the amount of total assets and/or the capital of banks increase. The 

magnitude of each coefficient shows that when the amount of total assets and capital of a bank 
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increases by 10 billion Korean won, the bank’s BIS ratio falls by 0.025 percentage points and 0.3 

percentage points, respectively. Both ASSETS and CAPITAL are statistically significant at the 99 

percent confidence level too. However, considering the mean of assets and capital (544 billion 

and 22 billion, respectively), the effects of ASSETS and CAPITAL on the BIS ratio is relatively 

small compared to other variables. Even if the amount of both is doubled, the predicted BIS ratio 

will decrease by only approximately 2 percentage points.21  Thus, while we can expect that 

increasing asset and capital size may affect the BIS ratio negatively, negative effects are so small.  

Third, the signs for the coefficients of GDP and BUILDING, my macroeconomic 

variables, are different. The coefficient of BUILDING is positive and significant at the 90 percent 

confidence level. On the other hand, the coefficient of GDP is negative and not statistically 

significant. This result may indicate that the BIS ratio of banks will be higher when the area 

building permit yearly growth rate improves, but that the yearly growth rate of GDP will have no 

effect on the BIS ratio. This result shows that the real estate business is critical to the 

management performance of Korean mutual savings banks, probably because mortgage loans 

and real estate project finance (PF) are very important assets for the banks. The importance of 

general macroeconomic circumstance, however, is questionable. In addition, the estimated 

coefficients of M&A and KDIC, the indicators of problem banks, have negative signs, as we 

might expect. The BIS ratio is lower if the bank is newly-established by M&A with a problem 

bank or if the bank is managed by the KDIC. However, only the coefficient of KDIC is only 

statistically significant. Next, in order to analyze the effect of the global financial crisis on the 

management performance of Korean mutual saving banks, I divided the data into two parts: 

before and after the global financial crisis. Then I compared the results from the two equations.   

                                                           
21  0.025% (coefficient of asset)*54.4 (average asset, amount unit: 10 billion) + 0.3% (coefficient of capital) *2.2 
(average capital, amount unit: 10 billion) = 2.02%. 
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1-1. Estimated results of the before model (BIS ratio) – using data for 2004-2008 

Table 7 summarizes the relationship between the BIS ratio and my independent variables 

using only data from before the global financial crisis. Table 8 indicates the coefficients for the 

variables in this model. 

Table 7: Model summary 

Number of observations 539 

R- Squared 0.0860 

F-Statistic 5.69 *** 

Prob>F 0.0000 

Root Mean Square Deviation 12.19 
 
*** denotes statistically significant results at the 99% level of confidence. 

Table 8: Before model coefficients 

Variable Coefficient 
Robust Standard 

Error of Coefficient 
T Significance 

(Constant) 3.790869 3.000783 1.26 0.207 

Assets -0.0424781 0.0116882 -3.63 0.000*** 

Capital -0.1816168 0.1922333 -0.94 0.345 

Corporate 4.344708 1.558449 2.79 0.005*** 

Share 0.0584501 0.0208069 2.81 0.005*** 

GDP 1.005738 0.5846165 1.72 0.086* 

Building 0.1397743 0.0537212 2.60 0.010** 

M&A -6.089107 4.053426 -1.50 0.134 
 
***, **, and * denote statistically significant results at the 99%, 95% and 90% levels of confidence, respectively. 

The estimated equation is: 

BIS = 3.791 - 0.042(Asset) - 0.182(Capital) + 4.345(Corporate) + 0.058(Share) + 1.006(GDP) 

+ 0.140(Building) - 6.089(M&A) + u 
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1-2. Estimated results of the after model (BIS ratio) – using data for 2009-2011 

Table 9 summarizes the relationship between the BIS ratio and independent variables 

using only data from after the beginning of the global financial crisis. Table 10 includes the 

coefficients for the variables in this model. 

Table 9: Model summary 

Number of observations 309 

R- Squared 0.0546 

F-Statistic 3.62 *** 

Prob>F 0.0005 

Root Mean Square Deviation 12.149 
 
*** denotes statistically significant results at the 99% level of confidence. 

Table 10: After model coefficients 

Variable Coefficient 
Robust Standard 

Error of Coefficient 
T Significance 

(Constant) 7.956646 3.693632 2.15 0.032** 

Assets -0.0181032 0.0075672 -2.39 0.017** 

Capital -0.3054599 0.1257846   -2.43 0.016** 

Corporate   2.47075   1.943305 1.27 0.205 

Share 0.0331742 0.0263456 1.26 0.209 

GDP 0.6442098 0.9071752 0.71 0.478 

Building -0.0929515 0.1535408 -0.61 0.545 

M&A -0.0312897 1.992383 -0.02 0.987 

KDIC -11.19746 5.812939 -1.93 0.055* 
 
***, **, and * denote statistically significant results at the 99%, 95% and 90% levels of confidence, respectively. 

The estimated equation is: 

BIS = 7.957 – 0.018(Asset) - 0.305(Capital) + 2.471(Corporate) + 0.033(Share) + 0.644(GDP) 

-0.093(Building) -0.031(M&A)  -11.197(KDIC)   + u 
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In general, the magnitudes for coefficients in the model from after the crisis (“after 

model”) are smaller than the values in the model from before the crisis (“before model”), and 

variables in the after model have a lower t-statistic, indicating a lower level of statistical 

importance.  One reason for this low significance may be the small number of observation in the 

after model.22 Also, the R-Squared in the after model is smaller than that in the before model, 

indicating that the independent variables in the after model explain less of the variation in BIS 

than those in the before model. In addition, the intercept is more than doubles in the after model 

and becomes significant. It is possible that saving banks increased capital by more than the 

capital requirement (BIS ratio 8%) after the global financial crisis in order to prevent prompt 

corrective actions by the financial supervisor. Such a forced effort could reduce the effect of 

other variables and increase the intercept because this factor is not directly observed by the 

model. In the following paragraphs, I review the equation results in detail, by variable. 

First, the signs for coefficient of CORPORATE and SHARE in both equations are 

identical not only with the basic model but with each other. So, we can expect the BIS ratio to 

increase when the owner is corporation and/or ownership becomes more concentrated. In 

addition, the magnitudes of the two coefficients in the after model are smaller than those in the 

before model. This supports my hypothesis that the relationship between ownership 

concentration and general management performance in Korean mutual saving banks deteriorated 

after the global financial crisis. I believe the active effect of concentrated ownership decreased 

because managers in general were more cautious, seeking to minimize financial risk when 

external circumstances were worse. However, the coefficients of CORPORATE and SHARE in 

the after model are not statistically significant while those in the before model are statistically 

                                                           
22 The number of observations in the after model (309) is approximately 57% of the number of observation in the 
before model (539). 
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significant at the 99 percent confidence level. As a result, it is debatable that the effect of 

ownership structure decreased after global financial crisis, even though the point estimates 

support this idea.  

Second, the signs for the coefficient of ASSETS and CAPITAL in both equations are 

negative, the same as in the basic model. The coefficients of ASSETS and CAPITAL in both 

models are significant except the coefficient of CAPITAL in the before model. Also, the 

magnitude for the coefficient of ASSETS decreases by about half after the global financial crisis. 

Although the absolute value is not large, the effect of ASSETS decreases by a large amount after 

crisis while the effect of CAPITAL increases by a large amount after the crisis.  

Third, the coefficients of both GDP and BUILDING in the before model are positive and 

significant, whereas the signs for the coefficients of GDP and BUILDING in the after model are 

opposite (positive and negative, respectively) and not significant. Intuitively, we assume that the 

relationship between the BIS ratio and macroeconomic circumstances should be positive. The 

intuition is supported by the before model, but not by the after model.  
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2. Estimated results of the basic model (ROA) – using all fiscal years 

Table 11 summarizes the relationship between ROA and my independent variables using 

all fiscal years. Table 12 includes the coefficients for the variables. 

 

Table 11: Model summary 

Number of observations 848 

R- Squared 0.0545 

F-Statistic 7.18 *** 

Prob>F 0.0000 

Root Mean Square Deviation 3.4051 
 
*** denotes statistically significant results at the 99% level of confidence. 

Table 12: Model coefficients 

Variable Coefficient 
Robust Standard 

Error of Coefficient 
T Significance 

(Constant) -0.8359688 0.4244701 -1.97 0.049** 

Assets 0.0027311 0.0026271 1.04 0.299 

Capital -0.2031928 0.0616282 -3.30 0.001*** 

Corporate -0.0240366 0.2505626 -0.10 0.924 

Share 0.0175136 0.0044953 3.90 0.000*** 

GDP 0.0809575 0.0527356 1.54 0.125 

Building -0.0021639 0.0080249 -0.27 0.787 

M&A -1.18163 1.061595 -1.11 0.266 

KDIC -3.524541 0.8924342 -3.95 0.000*** 

 
***, **, and * denote statistically significant results at the 99%, 95% and 90% level of confidence, respectively. 

 
The estimated equation is: 

ROA = -0.836 + 0.003(Asset) -0.203(Capital) -0.024(Corporate) + 0.018(Share) + 0.081(GDP) 

-0.002(Building) -1.182(M&A)  – 3.525(KDIC) + u 
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 The equation can be interpreted as follows. First, the signs for coefficient of the 

ownership structure variables (CORPORATE and SHARE) are different. In the case of ownership 

concentration (SHARE), the sign for the coefficient is positive and significant at the 99 percent 

confidence level. So, this result shows that ROA will increase if ownership becomes more 

concentrated. When the share ratio of controlling shareholders increases by 1 percentage point, 

ROA will increase by 0.024 percentage points, holding other independent variables fixed. 

Considering the mean of ROA (0.214 percent), SHARE’s effect is large. On the other hand, the 

effect of ownership character (CORPORATE) on ROA is negative and not significant. 

CORPORATE has an extremely low t-statistic, indicating a low level of statistical importance. 

Like the first BIS equation, these results support my hypothesis and the convergence of interest 

hypothesis. Furthermore, the positive effect on ROA is larger than the effect on the BIS ratio. 

However, the ownership character has no effect on ROA. This means that ownership character 

affects a firm’s stability but has not a statistically measureable effect on the firm’s profitability.   

Second, the coefficient of CAPITAL is negative and significant at the 99 percent 

confidence level. This indicates that ROA will decrease if the amount of total capital of a bank 

increases. When the amount of total capital of a bank increases by 10 billion Korean won, the 

bank’s ROA will fall by 0.203 percentage points. I would interpret this result as meaning that a 

saving bank’s profitability could fall if a bank accumulates capital too conservatively.  

Third, the equation indicates that all the coefficients of ASSETS, GDP, BUILDING, and 

M&A are not statistically significant and have no effect on ROA. However, the coefficient of 

KDIC is statistically significant.  So, as we would expect, ROA is lower if a bank is a problem 

bank managed by the KDIC. Next I compare effects on ROA for two periods (before and after 

the global financial crisis) as I did with the BIS ratio.   
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2-1. Estimated results of the before model (ROA) – using data for 2004-2008 

 Table 13 summarizes the relationship between ROA and my independent variables using 

data from before the global financial crisis. Table 14 includes the coefficients for the variables. 

.Table 13: Model summary 

Number of observations 539 

R- Squared 0.0425 

F-Statistic 3.58 *** 

Prob>F 0.0009 

Root Mean Square Deviation 2.8468 
 
*** denote statistically significant results at the 99% level of confidence. 

Table 14: Model coefficients 

Variable Coefficient 
Robust Standard 

Error of Coefficient 
T Significance 

(Constant) -1.107869 0.8307736 -1.33 0.183 

Assets 0.007191 0.002616 2.75 0.006*** 

Capital -0.0826007 0.0768374 -1.08 0.283 

Corporate 0.1040717 0.2722236 0.38 0.702 

Share 0.0149697 0.0046711 3.20 0.001*** 

GDP 0.1847586 0.1415346 1.31 0.192 

Building 0.0252048 0.0110417 2.28 0.023** 

M&A -2.627895 2.151786 -1.22 0.223 
 
***, **, and * denote statistically significant results at the 99%, 95% and 90% level of confidence, respectively. 

 
The estimated equation is: 

ROA = -1.108 + 0.007(Asset) – 0.083(Capital) + 0.104(Corporate) + 0.015(Share) + 

0.185(GDP) + 0.025(Building) – 2.628(M&A)  + u 
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2-2. Estimated results of the after model (ROA) – using data for 2009-2011 

 Table 15 summarizes the relationship between ROA and my independent variables using 

data from after the global financial crisis. Table 16 includes the coefficients for the variables. 

Table 15: Model summary 

Number of observations 309 

R- Squared 0.0802 

F-Statistic 4.28 *** 

Prob>F 0.0001 

Root Mean Square Deviation 3.9611 
 
*** denotes statistically significant results at the 99% levels of confidence. 

Table 16: After model coefficients 

Variable Coefficient 
Robust Standard 

Error of Coefficient 
T Significance 

(Constant) -3.470343 1.330434 -2.61 0.010** 

Assets 0.0017956 0.0031061 0.58 0.564 

Capital -0.2083477 0.0681164 -3.06 0.002*** 

Corporate -0.3528043 0.4270994 -0.83 0.409 

Share 0.0241633 0.0091809 2.63 0.009*** 

GDP 0.5672884 0.3464485 1.64 0.103 

Building -0.1012241 0.0588732 -1.72 0.087* 

M&A 0.0466923 0.8842915 0.05 0.958 

KDIC -2.576155 1.00292 -2.57 0.011** 
 
***, **, and * denote statistically significant results at the 99%, 95% and 90% levels of confidence, respectively. 

 
The estimated equation is: 

ROA = -3.470+0.002(Asset)-0.208(Capital)-0.353(Corporate)+0.024(Share)+0.567(GDP)-

0.101(Building) +0.047(M&A)  -2.576(KDIC) + u 
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The R-Squared in the after model is greater than in the before model and is the inverse of 

the result of the BIS model. This indicates that independent variables in the after model explain 

more of the variation in ROA than those in the before model. One reason may be that the 

decision-making structure and the efficiency of system affected profitability more because the 

overall external circumstances were worse. In addition, the intercept decreases by half after the 

global financial crisis and becomes significant, which indicates that overall profitability declined, 

as we would expect a detailed review of the equation results follows. 

First, the signs for the coefficient of SHARE in both equations are the same and the 

magnitude in the after model is larger. This result contradicts my hypothesis that the relationship 

between ownership concentration and general management performance in Korean mutual 

saving banks would become less positive after the global financial crisis. A possible explanation 

is that rapid decision making in responding to the changing circumstances is more essential in an 

economic crisis and a more concentrated ownership structure is a more suitable system for rapid 

decision making.  

Second, the signs for the coefficients of ASSETS and CAPITAL in both equations are the 

same. However, the detailed results are different in each model. ASSETS affects ROA 

significantly in the before model but has no statistically significant effect in the after model. 

Increasing asset size raises profit during economic booms but such an effect declines during an 

economic recession. The effect of CAPITAL on profitability is the opposite. Increasing capital 

size induces a very slight negative effect on profitability during an economic boom, but this 

negative effect increases during an economic recession. The coefficient of ASSETS is significant 

at the 99 percent confidence level in the before model but is not significant in the after model. In 
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contrast, the coefficient of CAPITAL is significant at the 99 percent confidence level in after 

model but is not significant in the before model. 

Third, the sign for the coefficient of BUILDING changes from positive to negative, 

moving from before to after the crisis. This indicates that the health of the real estate business 

was directly related to the profitability of saving banks during economic boom period but was 

inversely related after the economic crisis. Of course, the real estate business is affected by 

economic conditions and earlier results suggested that real estate is critical to the stability and 

profitability of Korean MSBs.  

Finally, the coefficients of CORPORATE and GDP are not significant in either model. 

These results mean that ownership character does not affect a firm’s profitability regardless of 

macroeconomic conditions and that broad external economic circumstances do not affect 

profitability significantly.   
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V. Conclusion and Policy Recommendations 

  

 This paper investigates empirically the relationship between the Korean saving banks’ 

management performance and their ownership structure, asset and capital size, and 

macroeconomic circumstances, before and after the global financial crisis. This section 

summarizes interesting results, offers suggestions for financial supervision policy, and points out 

limitations of the study and opportunities for further study. 

 

1. Summary 

 The investigation produced four interesting results. First, as ownership becomes more 

concentrated, both the stability (BIS ratio) and profitability (ROA) of Korean mutual savings 

banks increase significantly. This indicates that the owner who has more concentrated ownership 

tends to have a stronger sense of responsibility for management and leadership. This positive 

effect improves a bank’s stability and profitability. Also, this agrees with the Convergence of 

interest hypothesis. 

Second, ownership character affects a saving bank’s stability but does not affect its 

profitability. This means that compared to a bank with an individual owner or a few owners, if 

the owner is a corporation, decision-making improves and fund-raising ability is superior, so the 

bank’s stability increases. 

Third, increasing asset size and capital size may affect a bank’s stability negatively. 

However, such effects are very limited in that estimated coefficients have a small magnitude. 
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Also, increasing capital size may affect a bank’s profitability because excessively conservative 

management harms profitability.  

Last, after the global financial crisis, the effect of ownership structure (concentration and 

the character of the controlling shareholder) changed from significant to insignificant and the 

intercept (basic BIS ratio) doubled. I assume that these results come from the pressure of the 

financial supervisor. Also, compared with the period before the global financial crisis, the effect 

of ownership concentration and capital on profitability increased. I conclude that the rapidity of 

decision-making and the size of available funds affect profitability critically, especially when 

external circumstances deteriorate.  

 

2. Policy Suggestions 

These results have at least three important implications for financial supervision policy. 

First, financial supervisors23  should consider the ownership structure when they authorize 

savings banks to carry on in business. An individual or corporation that wants to establish a 

savings bank must get a business license from a financial supervisor. Generally, financial 

supervisors examine qualifications of the applicant from various angles, including capital size, 

the manager’s professionalism, the business plan, and an owner’s fund raising power and social 

credibility. If the largest shareholder is a corporate body and/or more concentrated, the results of 

this study suggest that this fact will be associated with better management performance. So, in 

order to judge qualifications of the applicant rightly, financial supervisors should consider 

ownership structure as a factor in granting a business license.  

                                                           
23 In Korea, the Financial Services Commission (FSC) and the Financial Supervisory Service (FSS) together judge 
the qualification of an applicant for an MSB license. 
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Second, financial supervisors24 should monitor and investigate existing MSBs more 

deliberately when the size of their assets and/or capital increase substantially or the degree of 

concentration diminishes. Although the estimated coefficient magnitudes are small, the negative 

effect of increasing asset and capital size was statistically significant in this study. This study 

also found that the positive effect of ownership concentration on profitability increases when 

macroeconomic circumstances worsen. Financial supervisors always monitor savings banks’ 

financial statement data and investigate existing saving banks regularly and/or specially. 

However, due to limitations of available human resources, financial supervisors cannot 

investigate all savings banks frequently. So, they usually investigate regularly every one or two 

years and choose some MSBs that are showing signs of instability for special investigation. 

Generally, there are no definite standards for special investigation except the fluctuation of some 

financial measurement such as the BIS and ROA. Among saving banks with similar financial 

characteristics, this study suggests the MSB that has less concentrated ownership could perform 

poorly when external circumstances worsen. So, when financial supervisors choose some MSBs 

for special investigation, they should consider giving priority to MSBs where assets and/or 

capital have increased substantially or the degree of concentration has diminished. 

Third, financial supervisors should consider ownership structure when they sell a 

problem MSB or induce an M&A. When a problem bank is taken over by another bank, the 

acquirer should have adequate qualifications, e.g. a healthy financial structure and managerial 

professionalism. If the new established bank fails, it will cause more damage to the national 

economy because the size of the bankruptcy will be greater. So, financial supervisors should 

analyze suitors’ conditions deliberatively. The results of this study show that ownership 

                                                           
24 In Korea, the Financial Supervisory Service (FSS) and the Korea Deposit Insurance Corporation (KDIC) together 
investigate MSBs, coordinating their targets of investigation and investigative schedules. 
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concentration strongly affects an MSB’s management performance. Among the several suitors 

who may want to take over a problem bank, a concentrated corporation may be a sounder 

acquirer than a consortium which is composed of various shareholder agents.  

 

3. Limitations and Suggestions for further study 

This study has important limitation which readers should keep in mind and which suggest 

directions for future research. Limited variables are the first problem. Though I selected two 

dependent variables (BIS ratio and ROA) as indicators of management performance, other 

variables for management performance are also possible. Also, as my low R-square indicates, 

more explanatory variables would improve precision. Further study should include additional 

explanatory variables, not only quantitative indicators but qualitative indicators, for more 

accurate analysis.  

A second problem is the limitation of data. Only three fiscal years have passed since the 

global financial crisis, and global economic circumstances continue to be worrying. So, the 

accuracy of estimates of the effect of the global financial crisis is uncertain. When sufficient time 

has passed and the global economy becomes more stable, more precise analysis should be 

possible. 
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